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INTRODUCTION {#jezb22631-sec-0002}
============

The debate over the adequacy of current evolutionary theory has again moved center stage (Laland et al., [2014](#jezb22631-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}). In essence, this controversy is about how to integrate recent empirical and theoretical advances within evolutionary biology and related fields into the core of evolutionary theory and how to broaden its explanatory scope. These advances include insights from molecular and developmental biology that have led to the concepts of developmental and regulatory evolution and genomic regulatory networks (Davidson, [2001](#jezb22631-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Davidson, [2006](#jezb22631-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Materna and Davidson, [2007](#jezb22631-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}; Carroll, [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Shubin, [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}; Davidson, [2009](#jezb22631-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Davidson, [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Krakauer et al., [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}; Peter and Davidson, [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}; Peter et al., [2012](#jezb22631-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}; Ben‐Tabou et al., 2013; Ben‐Tabou de‐Leon et al., 2013) and a deeper integration of ecological and evolutionary theory that has refocused attention on complex phenomena such as phenotypic plasticity or the idea of niche construction with its focus on multiple inheritance systems (Odling‐Smee, [1995](#jezb22631-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}; Laland et al., [1999](#jezb22631-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}; Laland and Sterelny, 2006; Laland et al., [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Jeffares, [2012](#jezb22631-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}; Odling‐Smee et al., [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}; Richerson and Christiansen, [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}; Buser et al., [2014](#jezb22631-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). Another challenge has been to expand evolutionary explanations to human psychology, sociality, language, culture, technology, economics and medicine (Piaget, [1970](#jezb22631-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}; Carroll, [2004](#jezb22631-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; Boyd and Richerson, [2005](#jezb22631-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Richerson and Boyd, [2005](#jezb22631-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}; Stearns and Koella, [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}; Nesse et al., [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}; Bowles and Gintis, [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Gluckman and Bergstrom, [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; Ruse, [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}; Wimsatt, [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0126){ref-type="ref"}). Further debates involve patterns of evolutionary change (Grant, [1999](#jezb22631-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Grant and Grant, [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Minelli, [2009](#jezb22631-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}; Erwin and Valentine, [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}), the causal mechanisms that generate phenotypic variation (Carroll, [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Peter and Davidson, [2015](#jezb22631-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}) or the levels of selection (Okasha, [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}). In all cases the question has been whether new data and concepts or new explanatory domains can be accommodated within the existing framework of evolutionary theory, or whether the core of evolutionary theory needs to be re‐conceptualized or, at the very least, expanded (Pigliucci et al., 2010).

Integrating Regulatory Networks with Niche Construction {#jezb22631-sec-0003}
-------------------------------------------------------

In this paper we discuss one particular challenge that, we argue, in light of these new insights requires a re‐conceptualization of parts of evolutionary theory---the evolution of innovations within complex systems across scales (Wagner et al., [2000](#jezb22631-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}; Muller and Newman, [2005](#jezb22631-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}; Davidson and Erwin, [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; Wagner, [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}; Wagner, [2014](#jezb22631-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}). Innovation, the generation of novel characters or behaviors, as opposed to standard patterns of variation and adaptation, involves not only the transformation of regulatory systems, but also the kind of interactions between systems and their environment that have been described as niche construction (Laland et al., [1999](#jezb22631-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}; Laland et al., [2000](#jezb22631-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}; Odling‐Smee et al., [2003](#jezb22631-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}; Erwin and Krakauer, [2004](#jezb22631-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Erwin, [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Laland et al., [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Odling‐Smee et al., [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}; Caporael et al., [2014](#jezb22631-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). Explanations of innovations require a detailed understanding of the generation of phenotypic variation that goes beyond referring to mutation as the fundamental variation‐generating mechanism (Khalturin et al., [2009](#jezb22631-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}; Jasper et al., [2015](#jezb22631-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}) and that includes the specific features of regulatory networks at different scales---including changes to both the structure of these regulatory networks in form of rewiring genomic and other forms of interactions, the transformation of individual elements of these networks by means of mutations in a broad sense and the addition of new elements to the network (for a recent review see (Peter and Davidson, [2015](#jezb22631-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}))---as well as a more complex account of the interactions between systems and their various environments than is provided by an aggregate measurement of fitness. Rather we also need to understand how systems actively construct their relevant niches (or how technologies create demand) and how these constructed niches, in turn, affect the possibilities of future transformation of these systems. This last point captures the path‐dependent nature of evolutionary change. Technically this is a question about the structure of search spaces for evolutionary dynamics (Barve and Wagner, [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). Of the competing views---one that defines a search space abstractly as the sum of all possible combinations at a particular level of the biological hierarchy, such as a sequence space for RNA or DNA molecules of a particular length or sum of all possible metabolic interactions within a particular pathway; the other that argues that in the case of complex systems the search space of future possibilities is actively constructed by the actions and properties of currently existing systems---we clearly argue for the latter. For us, within the current extended landscape of evolutionary biology the challenge of explaining evolutionary innovations thus translates into the need to integrate the complex transformations of regulatory networks and their elements mentioned above with niche construction perspectives.

A focus on regulatory networks, such as gene regulatory networks, helped to discover causal mechanisms that control the development of specific phenotypic characters. Furthermore, comparative studies (of different species and of normal and pathological conditions) have shown how specific transformations of either regulatory network structures or individual elements within those networks are responsible for observed phenotypic variation (Carroll, [2000](#jezb22631-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Wagner et al., [2000](#jezb22631-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}; Davidson, [2006](#jezb22631-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Carroll, [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Peter and Davidson, [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}; Davidson, [2014](#jezb22631-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Wagner, [2014](#jezb22631-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}). While many of these studies have focused on the genome, it has, however, also become clear that many contextual factors interact with the genome‐based control circuits and thus contribute to the regulation of gene expression in a significant way (Linksvayer et al., [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}; Linksvayer et al., [2012](#jezb22631-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}; Page, [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}). The specific nature of these interactions can, in principle, be traced outward from the genome and involves intra‐ and extracellular signaling pathways, metabolic and physiological networks, behavior and specific environmental factors that can all contribute to such regulatory cascades. In practice, however, detailed reconstructions of such extended causal networks are still rare and specific contextual effects are generally subsumed under a generalized environmental contribution to the partition of variance and in any case are considered to be a factor that is independent from the genomic, cellular or organismal system.

Niche construction theory (Laland et al., [1999](#jezb22631-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}; Lalandet al., [2000](#jezb22631-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}; Odling‐Smee et al., [2003](#jezb22631-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}; Erwin and Krakauer, [2004](#jezb22631-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Erwin, [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Laland et al., [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Odling‐Smee et al., [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}; Caporaelet al., [2014](#jezb22631-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}), on the other hand, focuses on the ways systems actively shape or construct their environment. In this view, the niche is not something that exists out there in nature waiting to be discovered or filled by an organism. Furthermore, constructed niches often persist longer than any of their individual inhabitants, which allow these niches to store important hereditary and regulatory information. Niche construction theory thus includes the notion of expanded and multiple inheritance systems (from genomic to ecological, social and cultural). This latter aspect has made the concept of niche construction especially attractive for theories of cultural evolution as it facilitates a more complex notion of inheritance and a closer link between evolutionary dynamics and learning (Odling‐Smee, [1995](#jezb22631-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}; Laland et al., [1999](#jezb22631-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}; Laland et al., [2000](#jezb22631-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}; Boyd and Richerson, [2005](#jezb22631-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Laland, [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}; Laland et al., [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Boyd et al., [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Creanza et al., [2012](#jezb22631-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). But most models of niche construction have treated these multiple inheritance systems as quasi‐independent contributions to evolutionarily relevant variation, allowing only limited interactions between them. In part this is a consequence of the formal structure of variance decompositions (the famed Price equation) that is the foundation of much of niche construction theory. But it also reflects a tendency within niche construction theory to focus on multiple broadly defined factors and quantify their relative importance within evolutionary dynamics.

What both of these approaches are missing is a clearly defined conception of how systems at multiple scales interact with each other, where some are defined as internal to the organizational level of study and some are defined as context or environment. A precise definition of the nature of these interactions is, however, a prerequisite for a causal model of the evolution of complex systems and also for understanding innovation across scales. This requires us to clearly define the relevant elements of these systems and their properties. Without conceptual precision it will be impossible to define the measurements and metrics needed to turn integrative conceptual ideas into formal models and to specify the criteria for empirical validation. Another challenge is to trace the consequences of causal interactions at different scales through an iterative sequence of historical stages. The conceptual framework we propose here begins with a conceptual clarification of the properties of extended systems that include both regulatory and niche elements. In our conception, regulatory and niche elements are parts of an extended network of causal interactions. We then apply this conception to a specific problem---innovation---in the context of a specific well‐documented example---the developmental evolution of eusociality. Comparing the extended networks at different stages of this evolutionary trajectory allows us then to reconstruct the co‐evolutionary dynamics between different parts of these extended networks. For the case of genetic systems Linksvayer and Wade ([2009](#jezb22631-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}) have proposed a model of indirect genetic effects that can be seen as a specific instance of such an extended model. It introduces an expanded conception of genetic effects that includes contributions from different individuals in the context of a behaviorally linked system, such as a colony of social insects or other socially interacting systems. Our framework allows us to go beyond the idea of indirect genetic effects in that it (i) includes a broader range of causal factors, including those that are often subsumed under ecological inheritance (Laland et al., [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Odling‐Smee et al., [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}) and (ii) applies to a much broader range of evolutionary phenomena---from genomic to social, cultural and technological.

The Problems of Homology and Innovation {#jezb22631-sec-0004}
---------------------------------------

The linked problems of, on the one hand, homology, or sameness of structures and behaviors across a wide range of species, social systems or cultures, and, on the other hand, innovation, i.e., the emergence and successful spread of novel structures, are some of the main challenges for any theory of phenotypic evolution. Homology has traditionally been seen as a consequence of genealogy and inheritance (Laubichler, [2000](#jezb22631-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}). Simply put, complex phenotypes are the same because they inherited the same genes (or other types of hereditary information). This historical conception of homology does, however, not account for the observed patterns of sameness and stability as we often see more (gradual) divergence in genes or other parts of the hereditary material than in the resulting phenotypic characters. In response to these challenges a regulatory conception of homology was proposed that explains the stability of phenotypic characters through time as a consequence of conserved structures in regulatory developmental systems or networks (Wagner, [1999](#jezb22631-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}; Wagner et al., [2000](#jezb22631-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}; Wagner, [2007](#jezb22631-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}; Wagner, [2014](#jezb22631-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}).

In the context of this developmental view, conserved elements of regulatory networks (referred to in the literature either as kernels or character identity networks) establish the identity or sameness of specific characters or structures while other (more downstream) parts of the network allow for the adaption of these characters to specific functions (Davidson, [2006](#jezb22631-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Wagner, [2007](#jezb22631-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}; Davidson, [2009](#jezb22631-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Wagner, [2014](#jezb22631-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}). These variants of recognizable characters are called character states. The reason for the existence of conserved parts of networks is found in the interdependencies between elements in these complex regulatory networks where changes to certain parts of the network would cause a large number of dramatic and often lethal consequences. The interdependent regulatory network architecture together with the historical accumulation of small changes (adaptations) that all depend on specific core elements of the networks thus account for the observed patterns of stability, path‐dependency and canalization characteristic of all complex biological, social, cultural and technological systems.

This regulatory conception of homology provides an explanation for observed patterns of stability (sameness) across complex systems as well as for more specific features of complex networks, such as their modular and hierarchical architecture and the path‐dependent or canalized nature of change. Any explanation of stability or homology also provides implicitly an explanation of novelty. We define novelty as the emergence of a new character as opposed to the transformation of an existing character into a new character state. There are, of course, several ways how novelties can emerge. These are currently the subject of intense debates within developmental evolution. Most prominently is the argument about the importance of changes in coding vs regulatory regions (Carroll, [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Laland et al., [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Davidson and Erwin, [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; Davidson, [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Odling‐Smee et al., [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}; Davidson, [2014](#jezb22631-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Peter and Davidson, [2015](#jezb22631-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}). As evidence exists that each type of change can play a role in specific instances of novelty (Khalturin et al., [2009](#jezb22631-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}; Jasper et al., [2015](#jezb22631-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}), in the context of our framework it is important to note that independent of the kind of mutation all of these, in various ways, ultimately contribute to a rearrangement of the underlying regulatory networks that control the development of characters (Wagner, [2014](#jezb22631-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}; Peter and Davidson, [2015](#jezb22631-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}). Such a rearrangement can be caused by the addition of new elements (for instance through gene duplication or lateral gene transfer, if we focus on genomic systems) or by the emergence of new links and regulatory relationships among already existing elements. In any case, novelties (or inventions in the context of technological change) are understood as the consequence of a specific type of transformation of regulatory networks. In the context of evolution or history, the eventual fate of these novelties or inventions is determined by the selective conditions of the environment, markets or domains of implementation. Only a successful novelty or invention is then called an innovation sensu Schumpeter (Erwin, [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Davidson and Erwin, [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; Krakauer et al., [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}).

However, this relationship between novel variants and their selective environment can be quite complex, as we have to also account for the role of processes summarized under the general label of niche construction in this process. And most importantly, we need to be able to account for how transitions between regulatory states can actually be viable within specific evolutionary lineages, a problem that has not yet been fully resolved. Our conceptual framework suggests ways how an emphasis on the interactions between these two kinds of processes can contribute to a better understanding of the evolutionary dynamics of homology and innovation.

A Model of Extended Evolution as Transformation of Complex Networks {#jezb22631-sec-0005}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

We, as others before (Erwin, [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Laland et al., [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Erwin, [2012](#jezb22631-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Andersson et al., [2014](#jezb22631-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}), have identified the integration of regulatory network and niche construction perspectives as one challenge for extending evolutionary theory and suggest that this requires a model that brings together regulatory and niche elements within one network of interacting causal factors. While others have done this for some specific cases and within the conceptual structure of either evolutionary genetics (Linksvayer et al., [2012](#jezb22631-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}) or cultural evolution (Laland et al., [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Andersson et al., [2014](#jezb22631-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}) our proposed perspective aims to bring evolutionary processes at all levels into one conceptual framework. We see this not as an exercise in grandiose theory or abstraction, but rather as a logical consequence of the internal dynamics of such integrated systems. One aspect of this is the role of coarse graining for theory development within biology (Krakauer et al., 2012). In the context of our proposed framework this implies to generalize from individual cases while at the same time provide enough specificity to be able to apply the framework to a number of specific cases. The extensions of the causal networks to include both internal and external (environmental) factors also allows us to focus on those cases that are characterized by multiple kinds of elements, such as cases of social and cultural evolution that include a number of different factors (biological, social, cultural). In this section we provide an abstract formulation of our framework that will be the basis of future modeling.

We begin by defining an internal system as a network of agents capable of persisting through time and reproducing its structure. The agents form the nodes of this network while their causal interactions constitute the links. Such systems may span multiple scales. Therefore an agent or node at one scale can be a network of agents at a different scale. Both persistence and reproduction typically require control and coordination of actions not only within and among the agents constituting the internal system, but also interactions between the system and other systems and their environment.

An extended network includes the environment as part of the network structure. All aspects of the environment that causally affect these interactions form the structured niche of the internal system. Together, system and structured niche constitute the extended regulatory network. The structured niche has itself a network structure induced by the primary network constituted by the internal system. Its nodes are those aspects of the environment that condition, mediate or become the target of actions, in short the environmental resources of the internal system. Its links are causal relations among these resources and between the resources and the internal network structures. Niches and environments are scale‐dependent. The niche for an internal network at one scale can be part of the internal network at another scale. Therefore, from the system\'s perspective there are no absolute boundaries between an internal network and its environment. These distinctions are thus always process specific and also pragmatic. In modeling a specific type of causal interaction it often makes sense to treat some aspects of these extended causal networks as internal or as context or environment.

Actions are regulated by the structure of the extended regulatory network and may be directed at the environment or at other agents changing their states so as to affect their actions. Actions realize functions related to the possible states of a system and its environment. Actions always involve environmental resources, constituting the material conditions or the targets of their realization. When actions are performed they change the environment in ways that are characteristic for the system and may thus be considered as an "externalization" of the system\'s internal structures. But actions also do not leave the system itself indifferent and constantly change its internal structure. Therefore also the converse process takes place, an "internalization" of the environment. The internal structures of actors are the result of iterative (through evolutionary and individual time scales) transformations of such action networks.

We can illustrate this abstract notion of network dynamics in the context of models of evolution by natural selection, one prominent explanatory framework within present‐day evolutionary theory. Here the agents correspond to individuals and the networks to populations. The internal structures of these agents include units of inheritance and the system of developmental interactions. The latter turns these agents into units of interaction and establishes the range of behaviors for each agent. Based on the internal complexity of these agents, they can also adapt their behaviors through interaction with the environment. The key regulative structure of interactions at the level of the population network is, however, selective reproduction. It includes the effects of random variation at the level of the internal genetic and developmental system and, as a consequence, heritability across generations. Interactions with the environment take multiple forms. These include the construction of individual niches through interactions between possible internal states and environmental resources and conditions. As a consequence, internal states are externalized into the environment. It also includes selection among the units of inheritance in intergenerational transitions. In this case the interactions between individuals and their environment lead to a corresponding internalization of states in the sense that successful internal‐environmental interactions become the foundation of the next generation.

Recasting the standard dynamics of natural selection this way allows us to see it as a special case of evolutionary network transformation. Regulatory structures in networks other than those directly involved in inheritance may also cross the boundary of individual and population‐level interactions. This is captured by the idea of multiple inheritance systems within niche construction theory. In particular, regulatory network structures may expand by incorporating interactions with other units as well as features of the environment, or the extended network in our model. Due to the process we define as "externalization," agents shape the range of possible interactions with their environment. They may do so not only by reproduction, but also by constructing niches, as well as by exploring their functional and behavioral potential ("exaptation") which, in a given environment, is typically larger than the most immediate selected function, making it possible to react to newly emerging challenges. Within our model of extended networks these externalized factors can become an important part of the regulatory structures governing the behavior of agents and, if they are stable enough, also have substantial evolutionary consequences. These are captured by a complementary process we have described as "internalization,"where elements of the transformed environment may, under certain conditions, be integrated into an expanding regulatory structure that, in turn, shapes the interactions within the network. In biological evolution, this extension may at first happen, within a single generation, only at the developmental and behavioral level. Still, it will enlarge the set of regulative networks on which natural selection can act, possibly turning a transient extended regulatory structure into a heritable feature.

The dynamics between externalization and internalization is particularly relevant for explanations of evolutionary innovations. Regulatory evolutionary changes of different kinds (Peter and Davidson, [2015](#jezb22631-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}) leading to genuine novelty or innovation can be explained as a consequence of the creation of additional regulatory modules or network transformations. Again, there are many concrete ways how this can actually be realized (Carroll, [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Khalturin et al., [2009](#jezb22631-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} Khalturin et al, [2009](#jezb22631-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}; Jasper et al., [2015](#jezb22631-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}). These often operate upstream of the highly canalized structures that control normal development and organismal function. Furthermore, the complex and hierarchical developmental and cellular systems can either amplify ("facilitate" sensu Kirschner and Gerhart (Kirschner and Gerhart, [2005](#jezb22631-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}; Gerhart and Kirschner, [2007](#jezb22631-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"})) or suppress the variation induced by changes on the genomic level. One way in which such an additional module may have emerged is from a transient extended regulatory structure. Contingent circumstances and challenges to a network may indeed lead to a specific coordination of actions within the network that can be preserved at the developmental level of the agents within structured niches resulting from externalization and serving as scaffolding for the extended regulative structure sustaining such actions. The idea of scaffolding has been discussed especially in the context of cultural evolution (Caporael et al., [2014](#jezb22631-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}) where the effects of constructed niches on evolutionary dynamics are often more straight forward and where the iterative and path‐dependent nature of these processes is also quite visible. Our framework builds on these ideas, but identifies these features more closely as complex systems' properties, which emphasizes the general dimension of these processes. An internalization of such action control by natural selection would then turn the transient extended regulatory structure into a heritable feature and at the same time decouple it from environmental constraints. In the following section we apply this framework to a number of evolutionary scenarios in the context of social evolution that illustrate these processes in general terms and suggest ways how these dynamics of externalization and internalization could be tested with concrete empirical data.

The Origin of Eusociality as a Case of Extended Evolution {#jezb22631-sec-0006}
---------------------------------------------------------

There are many cases of evolutionary innovation that can serve as illustrations for our framework of extended evolution. However, the multiple sequences of evolutionary transitions leading to the emergence of a variety of eusocial systems provide particularly compelling cases. Focusing on evolutionary trajectories rather than a single event better reveals the complex transformations of extended regulatory systems that result from the dynamics of externalization and internalization between regulatory systems and constructed niches that are the core of our model (Wilson, [1971b](#jezb22631-bib-0119){ref-type="ref"}; Wilson, [1971a](#jezb22631-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}; Wilson, [1985](#jezb22631-bib-0121){ref-type="ref"}; Hölldobler and Wilson, [1990](#jezb22631-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Stearns, [1992](#jezb22631-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}; Page, [1997](#jezb22631-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}; Rueppell et al., [2004](#jezb22631-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}; Wilson and Holldobler, [2005a](#jezb22631-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"}; Wilson and Holldobler, [2005b](#jezb22631-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"}; Gadau et al., 2009; Hölldobler and Wilson, [2009](#jezb22631-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}; Amdam and Page, [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Nowak et al., [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}; Hölldobler and Wilson, [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}; Page, [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}). While all social systems involve cooperation and frequently division of labor, in the case of eusocial systems this also includes reproductive division of labor. The latter phenomenon has been a major challenge for evolutionary theory since Darwin (Wilson, [1971a](#jezb22631-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}; Wilson and Holldobler, [2005a](#jezb22631-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"}; Hölldobler and Wilson, [2009](#jezb22631-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}; Nowak et al., [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}, Page, [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}; West‐Eberhard, [2014](#jezb22631-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, social systems of various degrees of complexity have evolved several times and each time this process involved multiple steps that, we argue, show all the characteristics of the complex co‐evolutionary dynamics that includes both externalization and internalization events.

The multiple evolutionary trajectories from solitary insects to superorganisms with a complete reproductive division of labor contain different types of social systems that can be characterized by the way in which the regulatory mechanisms of development and behavior connect organisms to their niche (Wilson, [1971a](#jezb22631-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}; Page, [1997](#jezb22631-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}; Fewell, [2003](#jezb22631-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}; Amdam et al., [2004](#jezb22631-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Linksvayer and Wade, [2005](#jezb22631-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}; Hughes et al., [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; Gadau et al., 2009; Hölldobler and Wilson, [2009](#jezb22631-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}; Amdam and Page, [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Johnson and Linksvayer, [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}; Boomsma et al., [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Linksvayer et al., [2012](#jezb22631-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}; Linksvayer et al., [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}). These include (i) solitary species which interact with others only during courtship and mating; (ii) subsocial species which care for their offspring; (iii) communal species which share a nest but otherwise do not interact; (iv) quasisocial species which cooperate during brood care; (v) semisocial species with cooperative brood care and reproductive division of labor and (vi) eusocial species which are characterized by cooperative breeding, reproductive division of labor and overlapping generations within the nest. Within eusocial species we distinguish between primitively eusocial species, which do not show morphological caste differentiation and generally have some degree of flexibility in social roles, and highly eusocial species or superorganisms, which show considerable morphological caste differentiation and generally little flexibility in social roles (Wilson, [1971a](#jezb22631-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}; Hölldobler and Wilson, [2009](#jezb22631-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}). To be clear, we are not saying that these stages represent a single evolutionary trajectory; rather we are using these different types of social systems as examples of different regulatory networks and the transitions between them as illustrations for the dynamics of internalization and externalization, especially as some of these transitions have been well studied and modeled in a way that is consistent with our overarching framework (Heinze et al., [1997](#jezb22631-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Amdam et al., [2004](#jezb22631-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Linksvayer, [2006](#jezb22631-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}; Patel et al., [2007](#jezb22631-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}; Gadau et al., 2009; Linksvayer et al., [2009](#jezb22631-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}; Linksvayer and Wade, [2009](#jezb22631-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}; Ihle et al., [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Johnson and Linksvayer, [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}; Wade et al., [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}; Linksvayer et al., [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}; Linksvayer et al., [2012](#jezb22631-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}; Page et al., [2012](#jezb22631-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}; Flatt et al., [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Linksvayer et al., [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}).

In the case of solitary and subsocial species, the niche does not include constructed structures while communal and quasisocial species live in constructed structures and are distinguished by the degree of social interactions that regulate their behavior. In the case of semisocial and primitively eusocial systems with no morphological caste differentiation, colonies live within constructed nests and division of labor is triggered by behavioral mechanisms such as simple dominance hierarchies ("behavioral regulation") (Bertram et al., [2003](#jezb22631-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}). Highly integrated eusocial systems or superorganisms build the most elaborate nests or stable niches and are characterized by morphological caste differentiation, including reproductive division of labor, controlled by developmental mechanisms that operate through complex nutritional, hormonal and behavioral signaling networks that ultimately control gene expression ("developmental and physiological regulation") (Beshers and Fewell, [2001](#jezb22631-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Rueppell et al., [2004](#jezb22631-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}; Amdam et al., [2006](#jezb22631-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Page and Amdam, [2007](#jezb22631-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}; Patel et al., [2007](#jezb22631-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}; Linksvayer et al., [2009](#jezb22631-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}; Amdam and Page, [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Ihle et al., [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Johnson and Linksvayer, [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}; Leimar et al., [2012](#jezb22631-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}; Linksvayer et al., [2012](#jezb22631-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}). Each type of social organization is thus characterized by specific interactions of regulatory systems with constructed niches.

These different social systems are marked, on the one hand, by an increasing internalization of the regulatory mechanism *at the colony level*, from contingent environmental and variable social conditions to stable genomic, developmental and niche‐construction mechanisms and signals inherent to the colony. At the same time, the causes triggering the developmental differentiation *of individual organisms* are increasingly externalized into the social and ecological niches emitting regulatory signals originating from the state of the colony and the behavior of other individuals in the colony. Taken together, these internalization and externalization mechanisms achieve an ever‐higher integration of the colony. These dynamic transformations of regulatory control mechanisms constitute a conceptual model of possible evolutionary dynamics by which superorganisms could have emerged.

This example also highlights several central features of our model of extended networks of causally interacting agents. First, we see that the behavioral capacities of individuals, together with the environmental resources available to them, enable the construction of social and environmental niches. This leads in turn to an extension of the regulatory control structures governing their behavior. Second, these constructed niches represent a transitional extension of the regulatory control system involved in the emergence of an evolutionary innovation. Third, insofar as these extended systems are favored by natural selection we then observe a gradual internalization of these extended control systems into more stable (from an evolutionary point of view) hereditary and developmental structures. Taken together these steps provide us with a conceptual framework for explanations of evolutionary innovations that combines regulatory networks, niche construction and selection in the context of one model describing the transformations of extended networks.

Our explanation builds on progress reached in recent years in the understanding of social and eusocial systems (West‐Eberhard, [1986](#jezb22631-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}; Gadau et al., [2000](#jezb22631-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Rueppell et al., [2004](#jezb22631-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}; Giray et al., [2005](#jezb22631-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; Wilson and Holldobler, [2005b](#jezb22631-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"}; Wilson and Holldobler, [2005a](#jezb22631-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"}; Amdam and Seehuus, [2006](#jezb22631-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Wilson, [2006](#jezb22631-bib-0122){ref-type="ref"}; Hunt et al., [2007](#jezb22631-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}; Nelson et al., [2007](#jezb22631-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}; Page and Amdam, [2007](#jezb22631-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}; Patel et al., [2007](#jezb22631-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}; Linksvayer et al., [2009](#jezb22631-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}; Amdam and Page, [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Ihle et al., [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Abbot et al., [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Linksvayer et al., [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}; Strassmann et al., [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"}; Dolezal et al., [2012](#jezb22631-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Kapheim et al., [2012](#jezb22631-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}; Linksvayer et al., [2012](#jezb22631-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}; Page et al., [2012](#jezb22631-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}; Flatt et al., [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Wilson and Nowak, [2014](#jezb22631-bib-0125){ref-type="ref"}). The starting point is the observation that the evolutionary trajectories leading to various social systems are built on the reproductive groundplan of solitary insects (Amdam et al., [2004](#jezb22631-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; West‐Eberhard, [2005a](#jezb22631-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}; Amdam et al., [2006](#jezb22631-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Page and Amdam, [2007](#jezb22631-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}; Patel et al., [2007](#jezb22631-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}; Linksvayer et al., [2009](#jezb22631-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}; Amdam and Page, [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Ihle et al., [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Linksvayer et al., [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}; Linksvayer et al., [2012](#jezb22631-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}; Page, Rueppell and Amdam, 2012). A solitary insect is characterized by a life cycle that goes through different physiological and behavioral stages from an embryonic and developmental to a foraging and finally a reproductive phase. Each of the stages of the reproductive groundplan is characterized by a unique state of genome activation as different gene batteries are expressed, corresponding to, among other things, ovarian activation and different behavioral programs (for a summary see (Page, [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"})). The life cycle of a solitary insect thus corresponds to a sequence of internal network states responding to both external and internal signals. For instance, solitary insects need to have stored enough energy and resources and be able to assess the timing and other relevant environmental clues before they can begin to switch into the reproductive mode, triggering both behavioral and physiological programs that involve mating and egg‐laying.

In case of eusocial insects, the same genomic regulatory circuits that characterize individual stages of the groundplan act as the building blocks for the social life in the colony or the superorganism (Amdam et al., [2004](#jezb22631-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Amdam and Page, [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Johnson and Linksvayer, [2010](#jezb22631-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). Comparative studies have revealed how the transitions from solitary to social life (or from organism to superorganism) involve regulatory changes that transform the underlying reproductive groundplan from a sequential to a parallel mode (Page, [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}). Where solitary insects perform different behavioral tasks sequentially, the colony as a whole performs these tasks simultaneously based on new forms of coordination that regulate and modify the expression of ancestral genomic and behavioral programs. The development and evolution of the superorganism thus involve an expansion and a rearrangement of the regulatory and action‐coordination networks that control the development and behavior of individuals, including differential caste development and the activation of behavioral programs in response to colony level regulatory states.

On the basis of our theory of extended evolution, we can now make use of these insights, first to interpret these changes in terms of internalization and externalization processes, and second, as steps along an evolutionary trajectory. As mentioned above, on the level of the colony or the superorganism as a whole, we observe many regulatory elements that in case of solitary insects are variable external signals from the environment now originating from within the constructed and stabilized niches of the colony and the nest. We claim that these causally relevant elements regulating the actions of the colony have, in the context of evolutionary processes, become internalized into the constructed physical and social structures of these systems.

That this is a plausible perspective becomes clear when one considers the origin of the division of labor, including reproductive division of labor, based on dominance hierarchies. Such dominance hierarchies are a consequence of interactions between individuals within a specific ecological setting---a single nest (Beshers and Fewell, [2001](#jezb22631-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}). There are ecological conditions that selectively favor aggregations of originally solitary individuals (West‐Eberhard, [1978](#jezb22631-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}; Wilson, [1978](#jezb22631-bib-0120){ref-type="ref"}; Hölldobler and Wilson, [1990](#jezb22631-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Wilson and Holldobler, [2005b](#jezb22631-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"}; Hölldobler and Wilson, [2009](#jezb22631-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}; Hölldobler and Wilson, [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}). As a consequence, within this newly constructed social and environmental niche the regulatory network governing the behavior of each individual is made up mainly of input from other individuals in form of social interactions.

In systems with developmental caste determination (which exhibit a close similarity to cellular differentiation within a complex organism (Page, [2013](#jezb22631-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}), the amount and the importance of signals internal to the colony increases. The regulatory state of the colony acting through linked behavioral, physiological, metabolic and cellular signaling networks that intersect with the core genomic networks regulating gene expression in the developing larvae controls caste differentiation. The developmental path of each individual is thus regulated by the colony as a whole resulting in a more stable but also more canalized social system. And finally in cases of genetic caste determination, many of those elements originally external to the individual but internal to the colony have been fully incorporated into the system of genomic regulation (Julian et al., [2002](#jezb22631-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}).

As we have also mentioned above when analyzing the mechanisms involved in the regulation of colony‐level behavior and function from the point of view of the individual insect inside the colony, we observe that along the evolutionary trajectory towards greater social integration relevant developmental causes are externalized into the social and ecological niches as regulatory signals originating from the state of the colony and the behavior of other individuals in the colony. In the case of developmental caste determination, for example, the signaling cascades that regulate gene expression with the developing larvae extend all the way into the network of social interactions in the colony that influence the feeding behavior of the nurse workers and subsequently the hormonal and physiological signaling cascades within the larvae (Fig [1](#jezb22631-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"})

![Extended Networks of Regulatory Control: A hypothetical network of developmental control in the superorganism (reprinted with permission from Linksvayer et al., [2012](#jezb22631-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}).](JEZ-324-565-g001){#jezb22631-fig-0001}

On the background of this classification of social systems in terms of internalization and externalization processes leading to an increasing integration of a colony, it now becomes possible to develop plausible evolutionary scenarios for the emergence of this interdependence. Given sufficient plasticity of the developmental and behavioral apparatus of individual organisms, any given niche may act as regulatory input for the individuals as well as for the colony as a whole. The development and reproductive behavior of the colony as a whole is thus governed both by its distributed genome and its extended regulatory system. This potential for integration is also the basis for the emergence of higher levels of selection. Multi‐level selection processes can then, under the right conditions, favor increasingly integrated systems. In this context, mutations favoring stabilization of such initially plastic systems by internalization and externalization processes will be favored until a point of no‐return in the evolutionary trajectory towards a superorganism is reached. As a consequence of increased integration of these extended regulatory systems, colonies become increasingly independent of variable environmental signals, which, in turn, enables them to succeed in a greater number of habitats. This evolutionary dynamics is enabled by internalization processes that encode and stabilize variable environmental conditions within the genome, the developmental apparatus and niche‐construction behavior and externalization processes that create feed‐back mechanisms making sure that individual developmental and behavioral processes can be flexibly adapted within a given niche.

Applying our theory of extended evolution to the case of social evolution thus accomplishes three objectives: We are able to provide an integrative explanatory framework for multiple kinds of empirical data and theoretical perspectives, we can derive the main innovative features of social systems as a consequence of the logic of extended evolution, and we can develop consistent narratives for the emergence of social evolution as an evolutionary innovation.

Conclusion: Innovation, Homology, and the Role of History {#jezb22631-sec-0007}
---------------------------------------------------------

Evolutionary and historical change proceeds in different modalities covering a whole spectrum of different types. Gradual change is arguably the predominant type. It involves the kind of "descent with modification" that ever since Darwin has been recognized as a universal principle of nature and culture. Gradual change is, however, not the only kind of historical change. In biological as well as cultural evolution we also observe patterns of discontinuous change, whether in form of major transitions, paradigm shifts, revolutions, or major innovations (Buss, [1987](#jezb22631-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Maynard Smith and Szathmáry, 1995; Davidson, [2006](#jezb22631-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Carroll, [2008](#jezb22631-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Calcott et al., [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, Wagner, [2014](#jezb22631-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}). Complementary to major transitions and innovations are patterns of extreme conservation and canalization that resist change for prolonged periods of time. Both types of phenomena are substantial challenges to a solely gradual and continuous conception of history and evolution.

Our focus on network transformation provides a framework for developing concrete explanations for discontinuous or major changes as well as canalization and can accommodate a wealth of comparative data about genomic and other regulatory networks across a wide range of species and characters (Peter and Davidson, [2015](#jezb22631-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}). These data have revealed a spectrum of different types of changes connected with phenotypic evolution that include: (i) slow and gradual divergence, mostly driven by changes in individual genes and (ii) regulatory changes that represent transformations of network structures. In the case of genomes, the latter can be a consequence of genomic rearrangements or of nucleotide substitutions in regulatory regions. We thus often have a good understanding of the endpoints of regulatory network transformations within different evolutionary trajectories, either gradual or discontinuous, at the phenotypic level. What we lack, especially in cases of discontinuous phenotypic evolution, is an understanding of the detailed dynamics of these evolutionary transformations.

The main problem here is to understand how large‐scale rearrangements connected to evolutionary innovations can be viable within populations. Models that propose neutral or hidden genetic variation and gene duplication are among the few that even address this problem (Kimura, [1994](#jezb22631-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}; Roughgarden, [1996](#jezb22631-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}; Hartl, [2011](#jezb22631-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}; Lesk, [2012](#jezb22631-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}). Others, such as (Kirschner and Gerhart, [2005](#jezb22631-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}) or (Caporael et al., [2014](#jezb22631-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}), have also proposed models that can account for the viability of intermediate forms. In contrast to these specific models, our framework of extended evolution provides, from a more systems' theoretical perspective, a synthetic and dynamic perspective for the explanation of the discontinuity or innovation problem. Two features of our framework are relevant for the first part of the innovation challenge---the origin of novelty. Our framework explicitly recognizes that the horizon of possible states generated by complex extended networks is always larger than what is actually realized. Our framework relies on general insights into the structure and behavior of complex systems (Holland, [2012](#jezb22631-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}) that allow us to capture findings about hidden genetic variation and phenotypic plasticity (West‐Eberhard, [2005b](#jezb22631-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}). There are more possible phenotypic systems states, either as a consequence of the structure of individual regulatory networks or of the variational properties of populations than are realized at any given time. But these properties alone do not yet explain the actual evolutionarily stable transformations of phenotypes and especially not how those transitioning populations can be stable enough for such a transformation to be successful.

Here our conceptualization of the dynamics of externalization and internalization offers a possible answer. Realizing that elements of the constructed niche are part of the extended regulatory network for any phenotypic trait and also that these niches can provide stable hereditary information suggests how such transformations can happen, and, as we have seen in our example of social insects, actually did happen. The externalization of parts of the regulatory network into the constructed social or environmental niche enables not only the further exploration of phenotypic states, it also stabilizes emerging new characters throughout transitionary phases, as constructed niches can serve as scaffoldings providing stable patterns of heredity. It is important to note here that constructed niches are not only distant structures in the external environment, but that these also include developmental and social contexts that can be as close to the genome as the cytoplasm or maternal behavior. While externalization processes contribute to the transition between network states and therefore also to character transformation, internalization processes then subsequently lead to the increasing stabilization of the new characters and their extended regulatory networks. Selection of favorable variants plays an important role in both cases. But selection and random variation alone do not provide a sufficient explanation for these transitions; the specific structures of regulatory networks and their constructed niches, as well as the dynamics of their transformation through externalization and internalization, are an essential part of the explanation of evolutionary novelties as we have seen in our discussion of the evolution of eusociality.

Cast that way, our framework then presents the evolutionary sequences leading to eusociality as a series of network transformations that pass through a number of steps that, while differing in their individual features, include the following stages: (a) the network of a solitary insect responding to internal states and external cues; (b) a semi‐social phase with reproductive division of labor maintained by behavioral interactions; and (c) a highly eusocial state with reproductive division of labor and morphological caste differentiation generated by developmental regulation.

The main addition of our framework of extended evolution to explanations of phenotypic evolution lies in emphasis of the dynamic sequence of transformations that connect regulatory networks to their respective niches. Focusing on these transformations may yield mechanistic explanations for the dynamics of evolutionary change that include internal---genomic, developmental, organismic, but also, in cases of cultural evolution, cognitive and institutional---factors and environmental elements. All these factors are linked through a causal network generating phenotypes and their variants.

Finally, our framework offers, as we have seen, an explanation for the related challenges of homology and innovation. An extended conception of regulatory networks that involves both internal and niche elements, as well as the dynamics of externalization and internalization explains not only the stability of developmental systems but also the possibility of transitions between stable states. Connecting our framework to population genetics models suggests a possible explanation of how populations can actually cross valleys in Wrightian fitness landscapes.
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